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Abstract
The thermally induced structural modifications of the natural zeolite barrerite [Na16Al16Si56O144·52H2O,
a = 13.6239(4) Å, b = 18.2033(5) Å, c = 17.8317(7) Å, V = 4422.3(3) Å3, space group Amma, framework type STI] were studied in a temperature-resolved X-ray powder diffraction experiment, using
synchrotron radiation, in the temperature range 339–973 K. In the initial stage of heating, up to 508
K, barrerite Phase A (space group Amma) is stable, the unit-cell volume decreases by about 4% and a
water release of about 66% is observed. Between 521 and 598 K, a phase transition to the collapsed
so-called barrerite Phase B (space group Amma) is observed. During the transition, the rotation of the
4254 secondary building units causes a large decrease in cell volume and deformation of the channel
system. Phase B, at 611 K, shows the statistical breaking of T-O-T bridges in the 4-rings and the migration of the involved tetrahedral atoms to new “face-sharing” tetrahedra, with a consequent reduction
of the free volume of the channels parallel to [100]. The new structure is stable up to 741 K and the
total volume decrease is about 16%. A new phase appears from 754 K with cell parameters similar
to those reported for the highly deformed barrerite Phase D and is stable up to 910 K, which is the
temperature at which the total volume decrease is 22.5%. The material does not undergo amorphization up to the highest temperature investigated.
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Introduction
The high-temperature stability of zeolites and their behavior
during the dehydration process are widely studied topics because
of the diverse industrial applications of these phases as molecular
sieves, sorbents, and catalysts. A knowledge of the structural
modifications induced by dehydration and the definition of
the stability fields of these materials is of prime importance
to assure their persistence and effectiveness in technological
applications. The structural changes induced by dehydration in
natural and synthetic microporous phases have been reviewed
recently by Bish and Carey (2001), Alberti and Martucci (2005),
and Cruciani (2006). In these papers, the authors were looking
for some rationalization of the factors governing zeolite thermal
stability and their structural changes. Besides structural features
like framework topology, framework density (FD) (Baerlocher et
al. 2001), Si/Al ratio, (Si,Al) ordering in the tetrahedra, and ionic
potential of charge-compensating cations, several external factors
were considered as possible controls on the thermal behavior of
zeolites. Among these, the dehydration temperature, the presence
of water vapor, the effect of vacuum, the crystal size, the heating
rate, and, in general, the dehydration kinetics followed during
the dehydration experiments were considered. Specifically, the
structural effects obtained during a stepwise ex-situ experiment
(thus in a status near to equilibrium) or with continuous in-situ
heating (thus far from equilibrium) have been demonstrated to
be different for the zeolite stellerite (Arletti et al. 2006). Cruciani (2006) introduced an empirical Stability index (SI), based
on the collapse/breakdown temperature—determined by X-ray
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studies—together with the maximum volume contraction and the
presence of phase transformations, thus defining five different
groups of SI values from 1 to 5. However, the author found only
a general, rather than consistent, correlation between this factor and the Si/Al ratio or the ionic potential of extraframework
cations. In contrast, no relationship was observed between SI
and FD. The conclusion of Cruciani’s paper is that, “the picture
we have of the factors controlling the response to heating is still
quite fragmentary.”
The classification of zeolite thermal behavior of Alberti and
Vezzalini (1984), also adopted by Bish and Carey (2001), divides
zeolites into three categories. (1) Zeolites in which reversible
dehydration is accompanied by rearrangement of extraframework
cations without marked changes in the framework structure and
in the cell volume. (2) Zeolites in which reversible dehydration
is accompanied by a strong distortion of the framework and a
large decrease of cell volume. (3) Zeolites in which dehydration
is accompanied by topological changes as a consequence of TO-T bridge breaking.
In this last case, the reversibility of the dehydration, which is
considered one of the most remarkable properties of zeolites, is
not always completely fulfilled, at least in the short term. This is
the case for zeolites whose framework is built from differently
connected chains of 4254 secondary building units (SBUs) (units
formed by two 4-rings and four 5-rings of tetrahedra): stilbite
(Slaughter 1970; Mortier 1983; Cruciani et al. 1997), barrerite
(Galli and Alberti 1975b; Alberti and Vezzalini 1978; Alberti et
al. 1983), stellerite (Galli and Alberti 1975a; Alberti et al. 1978;
Arletti et al. 2006), heulandite (Merkle and Slaughter 1968;
Alberti 1972, 1973; Alberti and Vezzalini 1983; Alberti et al.

